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Input

ABSTRACT
To pose like a fashion model and to take professional grade photo
are always two challenging tasks, especially for novice users. Pose
Maker, an innovative system for pose and photo composition recommendation and synthesis, is developed in this work. Given a
user-provided clothing color and gender, this system shall not only
offer some suitable poses, but also assist users to take high visual
quality photos by generating the visual effect of person in the landscape pictures. To recommend poses, we first propose a view specific professional learning model to help users select several compatible poses for a given image. Based on selection results, a hierarchical pose image synthesis module is designed to synthesize
the selected poses along with the scene to be captured in the most
suitable position and size taking into consideration several important factors in picture composition, including aesthetic photography principles, color harmony and focal length parameters. Extensive experimental evaluations and analysis on test images of various
conditions demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed Pose Maker System.
sional photos has been proposed in [3]. In order to guide users taking appealing photos, some aesthetic principles and photo quality
assessment attributes need to be investigated. Towards this goal, a
scene-dependent aesthetic model which jointly leveraging the geocontext and visual content to assess photo quality is presented in
[3]. Some describable image attributes that human might use to
evaluate an image have also been investigated in [5]. A semanticspreserving wrap that can be used to enhance the visual dominance
is studied in [6]. However, these existing research attempts are
predominantly focusing on how to find a good view enclosure and
are mostly restricted to landscape photos. For portrait photo recommendation, a framework for recommending position and poses
by searching for some similar reference photos based on attention
composition features is presented in [7]. However, this work just
simply copy the pose in the reference photo without considering
whether the position and size are appropriate for the specific view
or not. Furthermore, the suggested pose is represented by boxes,
which made it impracticable and obscure for users.
The proposed system is different from previous works in that
this system attempts to help users to select poses according to specific view with visually appealing synthesized pictorial effects by
formulating the pose recommendation process as a constrained energy minimization problem. An overview of the proposed system
is shown in Figure 1. To the best of our knowledge, this paper
represents the first attempt at interactive pose recommendation. Instead of recommending poses blindly, a view specific professional
learning approach has been developed to recommend to the mobile device users the most suitable poses mimicking the reasoning
process of a professional photographer. Moreover, this system will
generate several possible visual effect images by synthesize the recommended poses with the certain scene, which lead to much better user experience. Finally, we develop a hierarchical optimization
procedure to improve the effectiveness of the proposed Pose Maker.
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1.

Output

INTRODUCTION

Everybody wants to be captured like a fashion model and to
make their portrait photo looks like professional ones. However,
it usually requires years of practice and experience to take professional grade photos. To assist users with professional suggestions,
a photographing recommendation system has been developed to assist smartphone users to take professional grade photos by learning
photography rules and through social context [1, 2]. Similarly, a
system that generates suggestion by mining the underlying knowledge of professional photographers from massively crawled profesPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or
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2.

The Synthesis Point

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Candidate Enclosure
3/16 ho

To accomplish the objective of pose recommendation, we first
collect professional on-line sharing photos to from a reference dataset
via crawling. This dataset contains over 3000 professional portrait
photos with a variety of poses, which are manually annotated by
Pose Studio for each photo.
In our previous work [8], we have developed a novel scheme
to determine the location and size of a rectangular enclosure for
placing human in the landscape photographing. The location and
size of such enclosure have been obtained by investigating a set
of aesthetic composition rules and visual perception principles so
as to construct an aesthetic score prediction model. This model
can compute a position score ηj to measure visual quality in terms
of overall photo composition. Then we shall conduct a study on
professional photos to define a proper initial size ~zo (ho , wo ) for the
enclosure of human into the picture of a given scene. Finally, we
utilize an efficient hierarchical search to obtain a set of candidate
~ = ~e1 , ~e2 , · · · , ~eNe for placing human in the scene.
enclosures Φ
Such series of steps is shown in Figure 2.
Now, the input to the proposed system includes the query land~ = ~e1 , ~e2 , · · · , ~eNe ,
scape image Io , a set of candidate enclosures Φ
each enclosure’s position score ηj and the initial size ~zo (ho , wo ).
~ej = (xj , yj ) is the center coordinates of jth enclosure of the input
query photo Io . HSV color vector ~c and g are provided by the user,
which represent the user’s clothing color and gender, respectively.
~ (R
~ 1, R
~ 2, · · · R
~ Npro ) in
The dataset we built is represented by R=
~ i = (Ii , pi ), Ii is ith reference photo and pi is ith pose for
which R
Ii . Let ~zi (hi , wi ) be the size of pi . The objective of this research
is (1) to find a set of reference poses Γ0 =p1 0 , p2 0 , · · · , pNref 0 by
searching for some images similar to Io in terms of background
composition, and (2) to optimize the position and size considering
~c, g and focal length parameters by minimizing the energy E(S) to
be defined later. S = S(i), i ∈ [1, Npro ] completely specifies the
pose selection and synthesis problem. S(i) = (ai , (xi , yi ), ~zi , ~c, g)
indicates the center coordinate (xi , yi ) and size z~i of the pose pi ,
~ 0 ) is the indicator variable.
color ~c and gender g. ai = 1(pi ∈ R
The energy of S consists of two terms as defined below:
E (S) = ωr Er (S) + ωs Es (S)
(1)
The recommendation term Er evaluates the consistency of the reference poses while the synthesis term Es measures how well the
generated visual effect following the aesthetic rules. ωr and ωs are
the weighting of the energy terms Er and Es , respectively. Each of
the energy terms will be described in the following in more detail.

3.

THE RECOMMENDATION MODULE

The recommendation module is developed to select reference
poses for the query photo. To accomplish this, relevant images
containing similar background composition are retrieved. In order
to obtain the most relevant images from the database, we jointly
consider the spatial distribution of content and the saliency which
represent the underlying principles of professional photographers.
Spatial Distribution of Content. To obtain the reference photos, we propose to adopt graph-based method as in [9] for image
segmentation. We also use the HoG (histogram of gradient) [10]
texture feature and the three dimensional compositional feature [7]
to represent these patches. For the HoG feature, we divide each
patch into 4 × 4 grids, and the accumulated local histogram of 8
gradient directions over pixels are calculated for each grid. Thus,
131 (4 × 4 × 8+3) dimension descriptors are generated for each
patch. Finally, we use feature distance Dcon (Ii ) = f (Io , Ii ) between the query photo and each photo to rank the nearest neighbors.
Spatial Distribution of Saliency. In addition, the distribution

ho
D=13/16 ho

Figure 2: The synthesis point located at the enclosure center.
visual attention represented by saliencies also affect the overall
composition of background. Therefore, the spatial distribution of
saliency will also be utilized to capture the overall composition.
However, the placement of a person in the landscape will substantially alter the overall saliency distribution. In order to correctly represent scene structure without stressing the person subject, we modified the decaying exponential function in [7] by properly weakening the saliency of subject area Sub:

M (x, y)
otherwise
M ∗ (x, y) =
(2)
M (x, y) · e−ξM (x,y) M (x, y) ∈ Sub
where M refers to the initial saliency map which is obtained by
[11]. M ∗ is the decay saliency map, Sub is the subject region in Ii
which is defined by [10]. We divide M ∗ into 5 × 5 grids and the
average saliency value in each grid is calculated to form a vector
to represent the saliency spatial distribution. We obtain the nearest
results according to Dsal (Ii ) = f (Io , Ii ). Thus the reference set
~ 0 can be organized by the following optimization:
R
~ 0 = arg min (Dcon (i) + Dsal (i))
R
(3)
i∈~
R

On top of the content and saliency attributes, we also consider
that the views and favours of the photo represent its likeability by
users. Hence, the recommendation term Er is defined as follows:
Npro
X
Er (S) = −
ai l i
(4)
i=1

li = 1 − exp{−(α · viewsvIi + β · f avorsIi )}

(5)

where li is the likeability value of image Ii , which is defined by
[1]. The energy term Er is a function of all indicator variables
a1, ··· aNpro . It will favor the most popular poses and also encourage the use of as many poses as possible.

4.

THE SYNTHESIS MODULE

Once the reference poses are selected, we propose to carefully
synthesize each pose into appealing and attractive visual effect images for users. This is accomplished by (1) generating an initial position considering color harmonic schemes and hue count based on
the input enclosures, as shown in Figure 3, (2) updating the initial
position and size based on photography constrains, such as focal
length parameters, as shown in Figure 4, (3) iteratively optimizing
the position and size.

4.1

Initial Position Generation

Color Harmony. Eight color schemes have been discovered to
quantify color harmony [12]. In order to pop out the subject from
local surrounding, we adopt the Complementary color scheme, i.e.
the types of L, I, Y and X. In this paper, Tm,α represents a m-type
template under a certain rotating angle α, where m ∈ {L, I, Y, X},
α ∈ [0, 2π). We follow the scheme reported in [13] to define
the matching function ρ (θi,j , Tm,α ) between the local surrounding θi,j and the harmonic scheme Tm,α as follows:
P
2
( t HθHi,j (t) · Tm,α (t))
P
, 0 ≤ t ≤ BIN
(6)
ρ(·) =
max(HθHi,j ) · t Tm,α (t)
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Figure 4: Size varies from different positions. The dashed rectangles represent the energy minimization procedure.
certain f , u and the subject’s actual height H, can be computed:
ĥ = Hf / (u − f )
(12)
We decide H according to the gender information g, i.e. female is
1650mm and male is 1850mm. Then, the pose height zoom parameter τ can be computed. Next, we can update the size to ~z (hi , wi ),
where hi = τ ho , and wi = τ wo . The position will also be updated
to ~eopt (xopt , yopt ), where xopt = HI (1 − τ ) + τ xo . Finally, the
synthesis term Es can be obtained by:
Npro


X
(13)
ai · F ηopt , ρ (θi,o , Tm∗ ,α∗ ) , qθhi,j
Es (S) = −

Figure 3: Different positions with respect to user specified colors. Right column shows the hue wheel of local surroudings.
where HθHi,j is the histogram of the H channel of θi,j . BIN and
max(HθHi,j ) are the number of bins and maximum value of the histogram, respectively. Tm,α (t) = 1(t ∈ Q) is the tth bin value of
the harmonic scheme, Q is the gray sector. θi,j is the local surrounding as shown in Figure 3, i.e. the region that contain the subject, whichnis defined as follow:
o
θi,j = Iˆi,j (x, y) | |x − xj | = µhi , |y − yj | = νwi
(7)
ˆ
where µ and ν are parameters that control the size of θi,j . Ii,j is
the synthesized image using I with pi into the jth enclosure.
Hue Count. It has been shown that the number of unique hues
in most professional photos is actually less than the snapshots [14].
Therefore we calculate the hue count qθhi,j of θi,j defined by [14]
to measure its simplicity.
Considering the fusion of the three factors we discussed earlier,
i.e. the initial enclosure score ηj , which is illustrated in section 2,
measurement of the color harmony ρ(θi,j , Tm,α ) and the hue count
qθhi,j , A function measuring the fitness of subject placement F (·)
can be defined as follows:
F (·) = ηj +(1−exp{−(ωρ ρ(θi,j , Tm∗ ,α∗ )+ωq (−qθhi,j ))}) (8)
Therefore, the initial position (xo , yo ) can be achieved by:
(xo , yo ) = arg max F (ηj , ρ (θi,j , Tm∗ ,α∗ ) , qθhi,j )
(9)

i=1

where ηopt is the score computed by enclosure ~eopt (xopt , yopt ),
θi,o is the local region computed by center (xopt , yopt ) and size
~z (hi , wi ). Hence, Es is a function of all variables of S with
S(i) = (ai , (xi , yi ), ~zi , ~c, g), ∀i ∈ [1, Npro ].

4.3

To obtain optimal position and size, we carry out an iterative
process. The initial point is set as: ~eopt (xopt , yopt ). We update the
position as: ~et (x, y) ← ~et−1 + µ
~ , where µ
~ is obtained by:
µ
~∗ =
argmin Es (at , (ẽt−1 +~
µ0 ), ~zt , ~c, g)
(14)
µ
~ 0 ∈{~
µ(n) }∪{0}

{~
µ(n) }N
n=1

is N (N = 10) randomly generated vectors from a
two-dimensional Gaussian distribution.

5.

~0 , j∈Φ
~
i∈R

(m∗ , α∗ ) =

argmax

ρ (θi,j , Tm,α )

EXPERIMENTS

To show the effectiveness of finding position by considering color,
we set a pair of complementary color as input, the results are shown
in Figure 3. The images from left to right in each row are visual effect picture, local surrounding and the hue wheel corresponding to
it. We can see that, the suggested position varied with different
input color. The hue wheels are subjected to L type of the color
harmony scheme, which can highlight the subject. In addition, we
show that different position will consequently lead to different size
as shown in Figure 4. We can see that, the position varies when
color changes. Then, the size also changes for different position
of placement. Top 3 visual effect images for one query photo as
well as their reference photos (on the left of each visual effect images) are shown in the first row of Figure 5, which proves that we
not only can suggest one optimal pose for users, but also can offer them multiple suggestions to choose from. The second row of
Figure 5 lists 3 instances for female and male respectively. We can
see that, the proposed Pose Maker can provide suggestions corresponding to different genders, even for the same scene. Some top
final results and their reference photos are shown in Figure 6.
To validate the proposed Pose Maker system, we also conducted
subjective evaluations. 15 females and 12 males with age ranging from 20 to over 30 are invited to rate the recommendation results and the corresponding query photos for comparison. Among
them, 2 subjects are experts, 10 subjects have more than five years

(10)

m∈{L,I,Y,X}
α∈[0,2π)
~0 , j∈Φ
~
i∈R

4.2

Energy Minimization

Position and Size Update

It is well known that, a human’s body is 8 heads high [15], which
means ho = 8heads. As indicated in [16], people’s attention focuses on the head area of the subject. Inspired by this study, we
3
ho from top to down, as the center
shall use the point located at 16
of the pose synthesis as shown in Figure 2. Therefore, the composition type σN can be decided based on the initial position (xo , yo )
and the initial size ~zo (ho , wo ):

(whole body)
D ≥ 0.81ho
 N =1


N = 2 (upper knees) 0.56ho ≤ D < 0.81ho
(11)
N =3
(upper body)
0.35ho ≤ D < 0.56ho


 N = 4 (upper breast) 0.13h ≤ D < 0.35h
o
o
where D = IH − xo , IH is the height of Io . As to the left-right
3
ho ), N = 1. The other
bounds of D in (11), e.g. If D ≥ (ho − 16
bounds can be obtained via similar procedure. According to the
Canon’s study [17], we can further obtain the capturing distance
u based on type σN and the focal length f of Io . Then, an approximate height ĥ, which can be displayed on Io according to the
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Figure 5: Top 3 fianl visual effect images for a query photo (first row) and 3 results instances for female and male (second row).
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Figure 6: Some final visual effect images with their reference photos. Bottom right is the result of subjecs evaluation.
of photography experiences with single lens reflex cameras. The
subjects are asked to rate each photo according to position, pose
and overall respects. As shown in Figure 6, the satisfaction rate
from overall respect for both female and male reaches over 85%,
while the unsatisfactory rate is only under 5%. In summary, the
proposed Pose Maker provides a visually appealing recommendation system for mobile users, which shall lead to an enhanced user
experiences. This system is indeed able to find satisfactory poses
for most scenery pictures to synthesize the pose with scene, which
is particularly useful for novice photographers.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a Pose Maker system for interactive pose recommendation and synthesis. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to investigate into a fully practical and
visually pleasant system that simultaneously deals with pose and
photo composition recommendation and synthesis. Based on the
proposed scene specific professional learning model, the proposed
system can select several suitable poses. Based on these reference
poses, a synthesis model can generate the final visual effect images
incorporating aesthetic photography principles with natural and appealing results. Extensive experiments and user studies have been
carried out to show that the proposed Pose Maker system is indeed
appropriate and appealing for novice mobile users.
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